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Nordea Markets' bond recommendations

Security name Recommendation (old)
EUR: ESTONE 2.384 23 Outperform (Market perform)
EUR: ESTONE 4.5 20 Outperform (Market perform)

Source: Nordea Markets
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Improvement confirmed, downside priced in
Eesti Energia's Q2 report confirmed the improving operating 
performance helped by higher oil and electricity prices. We expect this 
to continue in 2018 but at a more modest pace, while in the medium 
term uncertainty remains over power and oil prices, as well as costs. 
Higher capex levels could also soften credit ratios, and we continue to 
see a risk of a cut to BBB- by S&P, although this is not our base case. 
Still, we think these risks are already reflected in the bond spreads, and 
as we consider ESTONE EUR 2020 and 2023 cheap, we upgrade them 
to Outperform (Market Perform).  

Q2 confirms positive trend, reasonable but uncertain prospects
The weak 2016 performance was largely caused by the combination of low 
power and oil prices. Better market conditions since H2 2016 have led to an
improvement, with revenue up 14% and EBITDA up 31% y/y in H1 2017, 
and net debt down EUR 210m to EUR 557m. Credit ratios are flattered by 
low capex and working capital. We expect a moderation in 2017-18 despite 
a decent market outlook. Distribution tariffs have been lowered as of H2 
2017, and oil and power prices are inherently volatile. The impact from the 
Finnish OL3 reactor startup in 2018 is uncertain.   

Improving ratings headroom but S&P rating still vulnerable
Even though Eesti Energia's operating performance has improved y/y in 
2017, challenging market conditions mean that the S&P rating is still at risk 
of being cut to BBB-, as reflected in the negative outlook. Our base-case 
forecast implies credit ratios commensurate with BBB, eg adjusted FFO/
debt at ~25%, but potentially lower oil and power prices are a serious threat 
for 2018E-19E and could push the limits for S&P. Moody's rating was cut 
to Baa3 in April 2016, and we think Moody's has incorporated tough 
operating conditions that make the rating less vulnerable to further cuts.

ESTONE EUR 2020 and 2023 are cheap; we move to Outperform
We consider ESTONE 2020 and 2023 cheap, and move to Outperform 
(Market Perform). The bonds tightened ahead of the market in 2016 and are 
moving in line in 2017. We view the premium to the broader market and 
Nordic peers, reflecting weaker credit quality and different risk exposures, 
as too high, and see fair spreads ~10 bp below current market indications.

Key credit metrics and ratios (adjusted numbers)
2019E2018E2017E2016201520142013201220112010EURm

271237263330271338319325292255EBITDA
31%28%32%45%35%37%33%37%34%32%- margin
1289312018458210184147194162EBIT

14%11%15%25%7%23%19%17%23%20%- margin
1,7971,7531,7371,6971,5711,6171,5461,4081,2351,104Shareholders' equity

844824780753829909771628458184Debt
0.30.30.30.30.30.40.30.30.30.1Debt/(Debt+Equity)

25.0%22.3%26.2%38.9%26.8%31.3%35.1%43.9%55.7%113.0%FFO/Debt
9.3%6.6%8.7%16.2%15.0%5.0%-10.0%-34.5%-45.1%-19.9%FOCF/Debt
3.4%0.5%2.7%16.2%7.6%-5.3%-17.1%-44.9%-57.3%-79.2%DCF/Debt

6.96.16.78.47.69.78.99.913.413.8EBITDA interest coverage
3.13.53.02.33.12.72.41.91.60.7Debt/EBITDA

4.9%3.7%4.8%7.6%2.3%8.7%8.5%7.9%13.0%11.7%ROC

Source: Company data and Nordea Markets
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ESTONE EUR 2020 and 2023 look cheap

We consider ESTONE 2020 and 2023 cheap and upgrade them to Outperform (Market Perform). The 

bonds tightened ahead of the market in 2016 but have moved in line for most of 2017 so far. While we

believe the bonds should trade at a premium to the broader market and their Nordic peers to reflect their 

weaker credit quality and different risk exposure, we estimate fair spreads some 10 bp below the current 

market indications.

Still some juice left in ESTONE EUR 2020 and 2023 
Driven by the CSPP, the ESTONE EUR 2020 and 2023 bond spreads 
tightened during 2016, but are moving with the general market and sector 
trend in 2017. The bonds are trading at a considerable premium to Nordic 
IG utility bonds – as they should. However, despite the downfalls of the 
credit, we see some juice left in the longer bond considering the ratings by 
S&P and Moody's, ownership structure and CSPP eligibility of the bonds. 
Therefore, we change our recommendation on both ESTONE EUR 2020 
and 2023 to Outperform (Market Perform), as we consider the fair value of 
the bond to be some 10 bp below the current market indications. The fairly 
steep curve between 2020 and 2023 and the fact that the 2023 is more of 
benchmark size make it look more attractive.

Our fair spread estimates build on the following modifications to the 
reference curve spread:









A 25% spread element addition to reflect weaker credit quality due to 
the BBB/Baa3 ratings and S&P's negative outlook. 
A 20% spread element addition to reflect the tempered operating 
performance trend and uncertain outlook (albeit lowered from 35% to 
reflect the improvements seen). 
A 15% spread reduction on ESTONE 2023 to reflect high demand 
driven by the CSPP, with no deduction for ESTONE 2020 given the 
sub-benchmark size of the bond. 
A 10% spread reduction due to government ownership. 

Recommendation and walk-through of fair 

spread estimate

Bloomberg ticker UV746623 EF164786

Short name ESTONE 2.384 23 ESTONE 4.5 20
Currency EUR EUR
Recommendation Outperform Outperform

(old) (Market perform) (Market perform)
Curve spread 55 37

Credit quality vs 
reference

14 9

Issuer score vs 
reference

11 7

Rated/Unrated 0 0

Bond liquidity 0 -6

Demand saturation 0 0

Ownership etc -5 -4

Total adjustments 19 7
Fair value spread 74 45
Actual spread 85 55
Difference -11 -10
Bid/Ask spread 11 10

Source: Company data and Nordea Markets
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ESTONE EUR bonds versus reference curve and peer bonds, years to maturity and spread, bp

STATK 6.625 19

STATK 1.5 23

FUMVFH 6 19

FUMVFH 4 21

FUMVFH 2.25 22

IGYGY 5.125 18
IGYGY 6.625 19
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Note: Reference curve represents a regression of bond spreads from a broad selection of EUR-denominated corporate bonds, most of them eligible for 
the ECB's CSPP. We estimate the average credit quality of the bonds composing this reference curve to be BBB.

Source: Company data and Nordea Markets

* Our fair spread for a specific bond is calculated by: 1) determining a reference bond curve for the bond, based on average spreads on bonds that we
deem are relevant investment alternatives; 2) determining the spread of the reference curve for the same maturity as the specific bond; and 3)modifying 
that spread by adjusting for investment risk factors, including difference in credit quality, issuer performance trends and event risk, issuer rating status 
(publicly rated or unrated), bond liquidity, demand saturation, and ownership and other soft factors that we deem relevant to determine fair spread. The 
modification is made by adding or deducting spread elements to the reference curve spread as we deem applicable to reflect the relative investment risk..
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Estonian utility champion looking abroad

Eesti Energia's is vertically integrated, extracting shale oil and gas, and converting much of it into electricity 

sold in the Baltic region and neighbouring countries. Apart from being by far the largest power generator, it 

also dominates Estonian electricity distribution, but has ambitions to expand electricity and gas sales 

abroad. The 100% state-ownership is supportive, and we see low risk of the government's stake falling 

below 50%. With 9 TWh of production and EUR 750-800m in turnover, it is comparatively small in a larger 

European context.

State-owned Estonian utility

Vertically integrated from shale 
mining and shale oil production to 
supply and distribution

Dominant energy utility in Estonia with vertical supply chain
Eesti Energia is a state-owned, vertically integrated energy company 
operating in the Baltic countries and Poland, as well as in the international 
liquid fuels market. It is the incumbent energy utility of Estonia, which is 
its stronghold, providing more than 80% of annual revenue from a 
dominant position. Its operations include oil-shale mining and shale oil 
production, electricity generation and sales, distribution services (via the 
subsidiary Elektrilevi), heating operations, and gas retailing. The company 
also offers energy-related services and exports oil shale-processing 
knowhow and technology. 

Electricity based on oil shale Electricity supply based on oil shale. The company has total installed 
generation capacity of 2.1 gigawatts, primarily using shale oil. In 2016, the 
company reported revenue of EUR 742m, and generated about 9 terawatt 
hours of electricity. Eesti Energia mostly uses oil shale as a fuel source for 
power generation. It controls its fuel supply via its 100% stake in the oil 
shale mining company Enefit Kaevandused AS (not rated).

Eesti Energia reporting is based on four segments:

Electricity largest area but 
Distribution most profitable









Electricity (45% of sales and 45% of EBITDA in 2016): production 
and sale of electricity generated from renewable and non-renewable 
sources, and electricity trading; 
Distribution (35% and 44%): sale of electricity distribution network 
services on regulated market and sale of additional services by 
Elektrilevi; 
Shale oil (10% and 3%): production and sale of liquid fuels based on 
oil shale; 
Other products and services (10% and 8%): production and sale of 
heat, construction of power engineering equipment and services, sale of 
old metal, sale of mining products, sale of gas, other products and 
services). 

Sales and EBITDA split 2015-16*, %
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Baltic focus but with ambitions to expand abroad
Eesti Energia is heavily focused on Estonia, with more than 80% of its 
revenue generated there and 99% of its assets located there. It has a 
dominant market position in the country, generates some 90% of the 
country's electricity and operates a big part of the distribution networks. Its 
market shares in retail markets are 59% in Estonia and 26% in the Baltics. 
In addition to its home market, Eesti Energia is also active in Latvia, 
Lithuania, the Nordics, Germany, the United States, Jordan, and the 
Netherlands. Outside Estonia, the group operates under the name Enefit. 

100% owned by the Republic of 
Estonia

100% owned by a supportive government owner
The company is 100% owned by the Republic of Estonia (A1/AA-, both 
stable outlook), which we consider to be a key support to the credit, even 
if there are no outright guarantees. 

Owner targets economic utility 
operation

Security of supply key

Supportive owner's actions

Unlikely to be reduced below 50% 







We understand that the owner's main targets include deriving the 
maximal value out of oil shale, receiving stable dividends and ensuring 
the self-sufficiency and security of electricity supply in Estonia. In our 
understanding, the last point is highly strategically important, 
underpinning a high likelihood of government ownership support. 
The government owner's support has been evidenced by a flexible 
dividend policy, direct financial assistance by means of equity 
injections (eg EUR 150m in 2012), and reduction in environmental 
taxes and resources fees to support the company in the wake of low 
commodity prices pressuring financial performance. 
We assess the likelihood of the government decreasing its ownership in 
Eesti Energia below 50.1% as low in the medium term, providing 
support for the noteholders. 

Strategic focus on more efficient use 
of resources and expanding in 
renewables

Strategic focus on increasing output and renewables
Eesti Energia's strategic action plan for 2016-20 aims to increase the 
company's EBITDA and create a basis for long-term competitiveness, 
profitability and the ability to pay dividends, even in a situation where 
market prices are low. Key objectives of the strategy include:








To increase liquid fuel production to 500,000 tonnes per year.
To increase the share of electricity produced from sources alternative to 
oil shale to 40% of the group’s electricity output.
To export renewable energy to countries which do not yet meet the 
European Union's renewable energy targets.
To sell electricity and gas in the Baltic Sea area using a uniform e-
solution.

Key activities include:









Increasing the competitiveness of production assets which use oil 
shale. This comprises rebuilding one generation unit to use shale gas 
instead of shale oil, adding capacity to extract gasoline from shale oil, 
attracting new energy intensive operations to Estonia, capitalising on a 
European need to meet renewable energy targets by utilising bioenergy 
capacities in some plants, and making oil shale extraction more 
efficient using new technology.
Ensuring the sustainability of oil shale energy. This comprises 
expanding shale oil capacity (requires price recovery),  
Creating new renewable energy capacities. This include building the 
Tootsi wind farm (investment decision in 2017, operational 2019), 
developing turn-key solar power solutions for end-customers.
Growing in new electricity and gas markets in the Baltic Sea area, 
including the Latvian gas market (opens for competition in 2017) and 
Poland.

Nordea Markets 5
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 Increasing the competitiveness of the distribution network operator 
Elektrilevi by extending utility service offerings to other utilities.

Strategic plan requires significant capex
Eesti Energia has not provided any estimates on the capex needs linked to 
the 2016-20 strategy, but we understand that implementation of the 
strategy would increase capex levels from EUR 127m in 2016. We 
understand that the maintenance capex level is EUR 100-125m per year. 
The major item in the strategy plan is the Tootsi wind power plant and the 
Narva underground mine. We assess the former capex level to be around 
EUR 170-190m in total, with a two-year investment and construction 
period. Given limitations on Eesti Energia's internal and external funding 
capacity, the government owner has  proposed an IPO of a minority share 
of Eesti Energia’s renewable subsidiary helping to fund the investment. 
We understand that Eesti Energia is currently preparing a potential IPO, 
but the timeline remains subject to clarifying some land issues relating to 
the farm.

Nordea Markets 6
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Improving performance but low prices still a pain

Eesti Energia's performance trend is improving, as oil and power prices have recovered and volumes are 

higher. Looking ahead, we expect tempered power prices and higher CO2 costs to curb performance,

partially balanced by the steady growth in the distribution business.

Summary performance snapshot

View Change Comment

Financial headroom
Constrained given S&P's negative outlook, more comfortable against Moody's Baa3 thresholds. Strong 
deleveraging past 12 months builds headroom for higher capex.

Performance trend Still tempered market conditions, but strongly improving operating performance across the line.

Performance outlook Market prospects still tempered, but improving. 

Strategy and event risk Low M&A risk, clear strategic focus, and stable committed government owner.

Source: Nordea Markets

Q2 2017 summary
Eesti Energia's deteriorating 2016 performance was heavily affected by the 
combination of low power and oil prices in H1 2016, only partially offset 
by gains in Distribution, lower costs and some price gains in H2 2016. So 
far, the 2017 performance has improved considerably y/y, helped by higher 
oil and – to a lesser extent – power prices and increasing production. Key 
developments in Q2 2017 include:











Overall stronger market conditions and prices y/y, but sequentially 
some weakening, which we view as partially seasonal, at least in 
Electricity. Volumes increased 35% y/y in Electricity and 53% in Shale 
Oil, reflecting higher demand, better market conditions, some capacity 
additions and lower costs (resource taxes). Distribution and Heating 
also saw gains.
Net sales increased 19.3% to EUR 178m (accelerating from 9.3%, Q1 
still seasonally lower), led by Electricity and Shale Oil, reflecting 
stronger markets, with Distribution and Other largely flat.  
EBITDA improved 17% y/y to EUR 69m, still seasonally lower from 
EUR 87m in Q1 2017 (also affected by lower oil prices sequentially).
Reported FFO was flat y/y at EUR 57m, and FOCF improved 
somewhat to EUR 34m (EUR 20m). All segments were stronger y/y, 
and Shale Oil turned positive at EUR 6.7m from EUR -3.2m. Reported 
net debt decreased to EUR 557m (EUR 765m in Q2 2016, EUR 598m 
in Q1 2017). Reported LTM FFO/debt improved to 53% from 27% 
LTM in Q2 2016 and 49% LTM in Q1 2017. 
Management confirmed the guidance for higher sales and capex and 
unchanged EBITDA (excluding the 2016 EO EUR 68.8bn liquidated 
damages compensation) versus 2016.

LTM sales and EBITDA, EURm and %* 
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LTM reported FFO and FOCF, EURm
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Dominant in Estonia and a key 
player in the Baltics

Strong Baltic position but facing increasing competition
Eesti Energia is a large player in the Baltic power market but small in 
a European context, with 2.1 GW of installed capacity and about 9 TWh 
of annual production. The company holds a dominant stake in the Estonian 
market (59% in 2016), which is trending down slightly due to losses in the 
big customer segments, but this is offset by market share gains in 
neighbouring countries, giving Eesti Energia roughly one-quarter of the 
Baltic market.

Interconnection offers export 
opportunities...

The Baltic countries are relatively well-connected, offering export and 
sales opportunities for Eesti Energia given that both Latvia and 
Lithuania have structural electricity deficits. Paired with growing demand 
in the Baltic countries, this has allowed the company to expand sales 
volumes despite increasing competition. In light of these market trends, we 
view Eesti Energia's efforts to penetrate markets abroad as positive.

...but will also increase competition 
and volatility

We expect the competitive pressure to increase, as the Baltic market 
has become more interconnected with the Nordic power market. 
Commissioning of new subsea DC cables has increased the exchange 
capacity to 1.7 GW, about 20% of the installed generation capacity in the 
Baltics. Furthermore, the planned commission of the Finnish OL3 nuclear 
reactor in H2 2018 will reduce Finland's import needs.

Power prices now closely aligned 
with the Nordics

Due to the interconnection capacities, electricity prices in the Baltics 
have become closely aligned to the Nordic area, which is inherently 
volatile and tempered compared with the European continent due to the 
big hydro power generation base. Even if the current forward prices imply 
a longer-term increase towards EUR 30/MWh, prices are expected to drop 
somewhat to the EUR 22/MWh level in 2018-19 as OL3 is commissioned. 
We expect the Baltic power price premium to the Nordic market to prevail. 

Shale Oil volatility mitigated by diversification                                

LTM sales change per segment y/y, %
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EBITDA margin edges up after the 2016 trough                            LTM 

EBITDA margin, %
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Electricity revenue is edging up again from the 2016 trough                   

LTM sales per segment, EURm
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Distribution provide backbone as Shale Oil EBITDA falters            

LTM EBITDA per segment, EURm
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Oil shale-based power generation
Oil shale power means exposure to fuel and CO2 costs
Oil shale power generation induces exposure to fuel and CO2 costs. 
Eesti Energia's power generation is heavily dependent on oil shale-fired 
plants, providing about 85% of the installed capacity. While the company 
controls the oil shale supply, given its vertical integration into the 
extracting business, this means financial performance is influenced by 
prevailing dark spreads (difference between power prices and fuel costs 
including carbon emission costs per MWh).

High CO2 emission levels CO2 costs low for now, but tighter targets will curtail performance 
ahead. The bid share of oil shale generation makes Eesti Energia's 
business highly CO2-intensive, more so than eg typical gas- or coal-based 
energy generation. The CO2 intensity of oil shale is between 1.0-1.2 tonnes 
(t) per MWh, which compares with gas and coal at 0.45 t/MWh and 0.9 t/
MWh, respectively. This exposes the group to the tightening of carbon 
emission targets. 

Free CO2 allowance will drop to zero 
after 2017

Forced to buy more CO2 allowance in the future. The company's annual 
CO2 emissions vary between 10 million and 13 million tonnes depending 
on the power generation volume. The amount of free CO2 emission 
allowances has gradually been phased out and will cease by 2018, forcing 
increasing market purchases of allowances. We assess the current CO2 cost 
to be about EUR 5/MWh of electricity, equal to about 20-25% of total 
operating costs in Electricity. The current low CO2 price environment with 
prices around EUR 5 per tonne is positive for the company, even if the 
CO2 allowance price risk is set to increase ahead. 

New plants and upgrade partially 
mitigate this

Commissioning of the new Auvere power plant, which has lower emission 
levels, as well as some investments in renewable generation sources, will 
somewhat reduce the CO2 dependence. Still, the scale of these activities is 
modest in the context of the group's total generation base, and the 
company's exposure to CO2 remains high.

Oil prices remain low but have risen from the abyss                Brent 

crude and fuel oil prices
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Low demand and uncertain future for coal are lowering CO2 prices           

CO2 allowance prices
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Forward power prices point to a slow increase in prices        Nord 

Pool forward prices, EUR/MWh
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Power spot prices higher y/y but current seasonal softness                   

Nord Pool system prices, EUR/MWh
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Shale oil operations increase overall 
business risk

Shale oil production is small but risky
We argue that Eesti Energia's small shale oil production operations 
weigh on the company's business risk given its exposure as a small 
player to environmental regulation and oil price fluctuations (partially 
mitigated through hedging). The company has also had small shale oil 
projects outside its domestic markets. Exposure to a Jordanian project was 
reduced in March 2017 (stake reduced from 65% to 10% and the EUR 
29m development investment recovered, with a EUR 19m profit). 

Higher production volumes boosted 
by capacity additions

The company has increased production volumes in recent years, and 
has expanded its shale oil operations by commissioning the Enefit-280 oil 
plant, which has doubled the processing capacity. The low levels of Brent 
crude prices and high resource taxes have tempered the increase in shale 
oil output, but capacity utilisation was reported at 100% for Q2 2017.

High exposure to oil prices High exposure to crude oil prices. The price of shale oil is linked to 
heavy fuel oil, and hence to global oil prices. In 2016, total sales volumes 
of shale oil reached 302,000 tonnes, compared with 231,000 tonnes in 
2014. At the same time, EBITDA from shale oil activities decreased to 
EUR 8m, a significant decline from EUR 40-55m annually during 
2013-15. The weakening reflects the subdued price environment and the 
expiry of hedging agreements.

New base for resource charges 
provides stability

Government actions to support the industry. In 2016, the Estonian 
government decided to change oil shale resource charges from being fixed 
to being linked to the world market price of fuel oil. This supports Eesti 
Energia by reducing the cost of electricity generation.

The regulated distribution and heat 
business is credit-supportive

Distribution and heat business adds stability to the credit
Stable distribution and heat businesses are credit-supportive by 
providing cash flow stability and visibility. The Estonian electricity 
supply was fully deregulated in 2013. Heat sales and electricity 
distribution are now the only regulated activities of Eesti Energia. 
Distribution provides around 30-40% of the company's EBITDA. EBITDA 
has increased, reflecting volume and tariff increases. Heat sales are 
relatively small, providing about 5% of sales revenue in 2016. 

Regulatory regime is favourable

Low interest rates lead to tariff cuts

Favourable regulatory framework, tariff cuts in the wake of low 
interest rates. Distribution is supervised by the Estonian Competition 
Authority based on a well-developed framework using return on a 
regulatory asset base. We understand that the regulator has adopted a light 
touch approach, with no set regulatory periods, as the company may apply 
for a change in tariffs as it believes justified. We understand that the recent 
low interest rates will cause a tariff adjustment of -7% as of July 2017. We 
understand that there are discussions on adjusting the regulation in order to 
provide better benefits and incentives for efficiency gains to network 
operators, but we expect these positive changes to take time. 

Nord Pool Estonia and Eesti Energia clean dark spread, EUR/MWh 
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Solid capitalisation, liquidity, balanced cash flow

We think that Eesti Energia is operating with solid capitalisation, maintaining equity ratios of ~55% and 

capitalisation levels of around 30% in recent years. Cash flow has become more balanced, as capex has 

dropped substantially from the 2011-13 peaks, offsetting weaker operating cash flow and allowing modestly 

positive FOCF and DCF of EUR 75-80m and EUR 25-75m in 2015-16, respectively. The government has 

acted supportively by adjusting dividends and injecting equity. We expect somewhat stronger to stable 

operating cash flow over the 2017-19 period in our base case, but higher capex and resumed dividends will 

still mean some additional funding needs. We view the liquidity as adequate.  

Equity ratio around 55%
Solid capitalisation despite sizeable capex levels
Eesti Energia is operating with solid capitalisation, in our view. The equity 
ratio has been hovering around 55% since 2012, with a slight improvement 
recently. The debt/capital ratio has been stable at 30-35% since 2012 (30% 
in 2016). The financing policy aims to maintain the net debt/EBITDA ratio 
below 3.5x, reported at 1.5x in Q2 2017. 

Equity injections have underpinned 
capitalisation

Equity injections have underpinned capitalisation. Both ratios are 
weaker than those reported before 2011, reflecting the massive capex 
programme in the period 2011-15 which required partial debt financing. 
Still, the government owner stepped in to secure adequate capitalisation at 
the peak of the last capex cycle, with a EUR 150m equity injection in 
2012. Although we expect capex levels during 2016-20 to be well below 
those of the previous capex cycle, we think it is likely that the government 
would act similarly to protect capitalisation if necessary.

High capex levels burdened cash 
flow during 2011-14

More balanced levels in recent years

Government owner has been 
supportive

A more balanced cash flow profile despite weak markets
Lower capex has offset weaker operating cash flow in recent years. 
Eesti Energia's operating cash flow has trended down over the past five 
years, reflecting the fact that the challenging operating environment has 
tempered revenue and profit generation, and has been in the EUR 
200-250m range. Balancing this, capex levels have also declined following 
EUR 400-500m per year in 2011-13, reaching EUR 127m in 2016. This 
has allowed a positive FOCF and DCF since 2015, up from substantially 
negative levels during 2010-14. We think that the owner has been 
supportive by adjusting dividends and providing equity to cushion the 
impact from high capex levels and adverse operating conditions. 

Stronger cash flow ahead Stronger cash flow balanced by higher capex ahead. Looking ahead, 
our base case implies somewhat stronger operating cash flow, balanced by 
higher capex (EUR 200-250m, upside depending much on the Tootsi 
project) and resumed dividends of around EUR 50m. All in all, we expect 
a slightly negative DCF level, requiring some additional funding. 

Capitalisation ratios
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Well-extended debt maturities
Well-extended debt maturity profile and adequate liquidity
We do not consider the debt maturity or liquidity position to be a 
credit concern. Eesti Energia's borrowing mainly consists of Eurobonds 
(nominally EUR 758m, including the EUR 500m 2023 benchmark bond), 
and amortising loans from the EIB (nominally totalling EUR 240m). The 
debt maturity profile is well-extended, in our view, with an average debt 
maturity of 5.2 years. The average interest rate of 1.4% in 2016 was low 
and bolsters performance and ratios. With limited near-term funding needs 
(part the funding of the potential Tootsi wind farm) and the company's 
policy of hedging interest rate risk by switching to fixed rates (95% at the 
end of 2016), exposure to higher interest rates is contained. 

EIB covenants are not a concern EIB covenants should be fine. We understand that the EIB facilities 
include financial covenants, but forms and levels have not been disclosed. 
S&P stated in its July 2017 update that it expects the company to continue 
to adhere to the thresholds and to take appropriate measures to ensure 
adequate headroom should cash flow decline more than it anticipates.

Adequate liquidity We consider the company's liquidity position to be adequate. Apart 
from cash and liquid assets reported at EUR 387m for Q2 2017, the 
company also has unutilised bilateral liquidity facilities of EUR 150m on 
aggregate, with SEB and OP Corporate bank, which mature in 2020, in 
addition to EUR 70m in EIB loans. We expect EUR 200-250m in FFO 
over the next 12 months, with a potential small drag on NWC, capex of 
about EUR 200-250m, and dividends of EUR 50m. 

Cash flow credit ratios, %
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Forecasts imply downside risk in ratings

Our base case forecast implies some improvement in 2017E, but with gradually weaker margins due to 

lower prices and higher costs in Electricity. Despite high capex at EUR 200m year, DCF is only modestly 

negative and credit ratios remain in line with S&P's requirements. We expect the BBB rating to be 

maintained, reflecting a satisfactory business risk and a significant financial risk profile. Our credit case 

assumes weaker volume and margin progression as well as a larger negative DCF, pushing up debt. Credit 

ratios become too weak for S&P's BBB rating, and with a satisfactory/fair business risk and an aggressive 

financial risk profile, we assume a cut to BBB-. 

Summary of financial forecast scenarios 

Business risk profile Financial risk profile Comment

Base case Satisfactory Significant Revenues increase by 12% for 2017E, 1% for 2018E and 5% for  
2019E, reflecting strong volume and margin recovery initially but 
a stalling trend for 2018E induced by pricing pressure in 
Electricity.
The EBITDA  margin weakens from 35% in 2016 to about 30% 
for 2019E, reflecting some pricing pressure in Electricity and cost 
increases, notably in Electricity, not offset by price and margin 
gains in Shale oil.
Capex at EUR 200m per year, EUR 50m of dividends; cash flow 
moving sideways and slightly negative DCF lead to somewhat 
higher adjusted debt (EUR  753m in 2016 vs EUR 839m for 
2019E). 
Credit ratios weaken somewhat with FFO/debt at around 25% 
and adjusted debt/EBITDA at 3-3.5x.

Sensitivity 
case

Satisfactory / Fair Aggressive Compared to base case, we see weaker sales and margin 
progression across the line, reflecting slower volume growth, 
lower prices and higher costs. Capex and dividend levels in line 
with the base case cause a deeper negative DCF and debt 
levels increase to above EUR 900m. 
Credit ratios weaken significantly with FFO/debt at around 15% 
and adjusted debt/EBITDA at above 4.5x.

Source: Nordea Markets

Financial forecast summary

Credit adjusted figures Base case Credit case

EUR(m) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E 2017E 2018E 2019E

Revenues 796 858 869 975 903 777 742 825 842 888 807 801 802

EBITDA 255 292 325 319 338 271 330 263 237 271 251 199 198

- margin 32% 34% 37% 33% 37% 35% 45% 32% 28% 31% 31% 25% 25%

Debt 184 458 628 771 909 829 753 780 824 844 775 842 912

Equity 1,104 1,235 1,408 1,546 1,617 1,571 1,697 1,737 1,753 1,797 1,723 1,705 1,687

FFO 208 255 276 271 285 222 293 205 183 211 188 141 132

OCF 164 196 258 279 278 331 226 243 230 254 249 206 203

Capex -201 -403 -475 -356 -232 -206 -104 -175 -175 -175 -175 -175 -175

FOCF -37 -206 -217 -77 45 125 122 68 54 78 74 30 28

Net acquisitions 11 3 7 18 2 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0

Dividends -109 -56 -65 -55 -94 -62 0 -47 -50 -50 -47 -50 -50

FFO/debt 113% 56% 44% 35% 31% 27% 39% 26% 22% 25% 24% 17% 14%

FOCF/debt -20% -45% -35% -10% 5% 15% 16% 9% 7% 9% 10% 4% 3%

DCF/debt 39% -33% -45% -17% -5% 8% 16% 3% 1% 3% 3% -2% -2%

Debt/EBITDA 0.7x 1.6x 1.9x 2.4x 2.7x 3.1x 2.3x 3.0x 3.5x 3.1x 3.1x 4.2x 4.6x

EBITDA/interest 13.8x 13.4x 9.9x 8.9x 9.7x 7.6x 8.4x 6.7x 6.1x 6.9x 8.4x 5.7x 4.5x

Source: Company data and Nordea Markets
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Revenues and EBITDA margin, EURm and %
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Debt and debt/EBITDA, EURm and x
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Base case credit ratios against S&P's risk threshold

Base case
FFO/debt              

(%)
Debt/ EBITDA (x)

FFO/cash 
interest (x)

EBITDA/ interest 
(x)

CFO/debt              
(%)

FOCF/debt               
(%)

DCF/debt              
(%)

Minimal >60 <1.5 >13 >15 >50 >40 >25
Modest 45-60 1.5-2 6-13 10-13 35-50 25-40 15-25
Intermediate 30-45 2-3 6-9 6-10 25-35 15-25 10-15
Significant 20-30 3-4 4-6 3-6 15-25 10-15 5-10
Aggressive 12-20 4-5 2-4 2-3 10-15 10-16 2-5
Highly leveraged <12 >5 <2 <2 <10 <5 <2

Source: Company data, S&P and Nordea Markets

Sensitivity case credit ratios against S&P's risk threshold

Credit case
FFO/debt              

(%)
Debt/ EBITDA (x)

FFO/cash 
interest (x)

EBITDA/ interest 
(x)

CFO/debt              
(%)

FOCF/debt               
(%)

DCF/debt              
(%)

Minimal >60 <1.5 >13 >15 >50 >40 >25
Modest 45-60 1.5-2 6-13 10-13 35-50 25-40 15-25
Intermediate 30-45 2-3 6-9 6-10 25-35 15-25 10-15
Significant 20-30 3-4 4-6 3-6 15-25 10-15 5-10
Aggressive 12-20 4-5 2-4 2-3 10-15 5-10 2-5
Highly leveraged <12 >5 <2 <2 <10 <5 <2

Source: Company data, S&P and Nordea Markets
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Base case summary assumptions

Group sales, EURm
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Electricity 416 534 451 356 349 374 372 390
Distribution 229 243 241 242 253 250 260 270
Shale oil 78 92 85 103 67 127 131 149
Other 100 97 103 76 74 74 78 78
Total 822 966 880 777 743 825 842 888

0.11 0.02 0.06
Group EBITDA, EURm*

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E
Electricity 105 145 120 102 118 108 72 84

Distribution 89 89 97 106 113 101 105 109
Shale oil 32 54 62 48 8 34 39 57
Other 52 23 32 10 20 20 21 21
Total 278 311 312 266 258 263 237 271

Group EBITDA margin, %
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Electricity 25.2% 27.2% 26.7% 28.7% 33.8% 28.9% 19.4% 21.6%

Distribution 39.0% 36.5% 40.4% 43.6% 44.5% 40.3% 40.3% 40.3%
Shale oil 41.3% 58.1% 72.9% 46.7% 11.6% 26.8% 29.3% 37.9%
Other 52.4% 23.6% 31.5% 13.4% 26.9% 26.9% 26.9% 26.9%
Total 33.9% 32.1% 35.5% 34.2% 34.8% 31.9% 28.1% 30.5%

Electricity
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Volume, GWh 10,022 11,368 9,137 7,698 8,956 9,852 10,344 10,551
Volume growth, 5 -6.4% 13.4% -19.6% -15.7% 16.3% 10% 5% 2%
Sales revenue EURk 415,600 534,000 451,000 356,000 349,000 374,361 372,390 390,389
Sales revenue change, % #DIV/0! 28.5% -15.5% -21.1% -2.0% 7.3% -0.5% 4.8%
Per unit revenue, EUR/MWh 41.5 47.0 49.4 46.2 39.0 38.0 36.0 37.0
Per unit revenue change, % #DIV/0! 13.3% 5.1% -6.3% -15.7% -2.5% -5.3% 2.8%
Costs, EURk 310,900 388,800 330,600 254,000 231,000 265,993 299,981 305,981
Per unit cost, EUR/MWh 31.0 34.2 36.2 33.0 25.8 27.0 29.0 29.0
Per unit cost change, % #DIV/0! 10.2% 5.8% -8.8% -21.8% 4.7% 7.4% 0.0%
EBITDA, EURk 104,700 145,200 120,400 102,000 118,000 108,368 72,409 84,409

Distribution
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Volume, GWh 6,365 6,280 6,294 6,337 6,616 6,947 7,225 7,514
Volume growth, 5 3.2% -1.3% 0.2% 0.7% 4.4% 5% 4% 4%
Sales revenue EURk 228,600 243,000 241,000 242,000 253,000 250,085 260,088 270,492
Sales revenue change, % #DIV/0! 6.3% -0.8% 0.4% 4.5% -1.2% 4.0% 4.0%
Per unit revenue, EUR/MWh 35.9 38.7 38.3 38.2 38.2 36.0 36.0 36.0
Per unit revenue change, % #DIV/0! 7.7% -1.0% -0.3% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Costs, EURk 139,400 154,200 143,700 136,500 140,400 149,356 155,330 161,544
Per unit cost, EUR/MWh 21.9 24.6 22.8 21.5 21.2 21.5 21.5 21.5
Per unit cost change, % #DIV/0! 12.1% -7.0% -5.7% -1.5% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0%
EBITDA, EURk 89,200 88,800 97,300 105,500 112,600 100,729 104,758 108,948

Shale oil
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Volume, k tonnes 189 208 231 315 302 453 453 453
Volume growth, 5 15.2% 10.1% 11.1% 36.4% -4.1% 50.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Sales revenue, EURk 77,800 92,200 85,300 102,800 67,000 126,840 131,370 149,490
Sales revenue change, % #DIV/0! 18.5% -7.5% 20.5% -34.8% 89.3% 3.6% 13.8%
Per unit revenue, EUR/t 411.6 443.3 369.3 326.3 221.9 280.0 290.0 330.0
Per unit revenue change, % #DIV/0! 7.7% -16.7% -11.6% -32.0% 26.2% 3.6% 13.8%
Costs, EURk 45,700 38,600 23,100 54,800 59,200 92,865 92,865 92,865
Per unit cost, EUR/t 241.8 185.6 100.0 174.0 196.0 205.0 205.0 205.0
Per unit cost change, % #DIV/0! -23.3% -46.1% 74.0% 12.7% 4.6% 0.0% 0.0%
EBITDA. EURk 32,100 53,600 62,200 48,000 7,800 33,975 38,505 56,625

Other

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Sales revenue 100,000 97,000 103,000 76,000 74,000 74,000 77,700 77,700

Sales revenue change #DIV/0! -3.0% 6.2% -26.2% -2.6% 0.0% 5.0% 0.0%

Costs 47,600 74,100 70,600 65,800 54,100 54,100 56,805 56,805

Cost change #DIV/0! 55.7% -4.7% -6.8% -17.8% 0.0% 5.0% 0.0%

EBITDA 52,400 22,900 32,400 10,200 19,900 19,900 20,895 20,895

Source: Company data and Nordea Markets
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Sensitivity case summary assumption

Group sales, EURm
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Electricity 416 534 451 349 356 368 352 342
Distribution 229 243 241 242 253 248 253 251
Shale oil 78 92 85 103 67 118 122 136
Other 1,000 97 103 76 74 74 74 74
Total 1,722 966 880 770 750 807 801 802

Group EBITDA, EURm*
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Electricity 105 145 120 102 118 106 50 40

Distribution 89 89 97 106 113 100 102 97
Shale oil 32 54 62 48 8 25 29 43
Other 52 23 32 10 20 20 17 17
Total 278 311 312 266 258 251 199 197

Group EBITDA margin, %
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Electricity 25.2% 27.2% 26.7% 29.2% 33.1% 28.9% 14.3% 11.8%

Distribution 39.0% 36.5% 40.4% 43.6% 44.5% 40.3% 40.3% 38.6%
Shale oil 41.3% 58.1% 72.9% 46.7% 11.6% 21.2% 24.1% 31.7%
Other 5.2% 23.6% 31.5% 13.4% 26.9% 26.9% 23.2% 23.2%
Total 16.2% 32.1% 35.5% 34.5% 34.4% 31.1% 24.8% 24.6%

Electricity
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Volume, GWh 10,022 11,368 9,137 7,698 8,956 9,672 10,059 10,059
Volume growth, % -6.4% 13.4% -19.6% -15.7% 16.3% 8% 4% 0%
Sales revenue EURk 415,600 534,000 451,000 349,000 356,000 367,554 352,078 342,019
Sales revenue change, % #DIV/0! 28.5% -15.5% -22.6% 2.0% 3.2% -4.2% -2.9%
Per unit revenue, EUR/MWh 41.5 47.0 49.4 45.3 39.7 38.0 35.0 34.0
Per unit revenue change, % #DIV/0! 13.3% 5.1% -8.2% -12.3% -4.4% -7.9% -2.9%
Costs, EURk 310,900 388,800 330,600 247,000 238,000 261,157 301,781 301,781
Per unit cost, EUR/MWh 31.0 34.2 36.2 32.1 26.6 27.0 30.0 30.0
Per unit cost change, % #DIV/0! 10.2% 5.8% -11.3% -17.2% 1.6% 11.1% 0.0%
EBITDA, EURk 104,700 145,200 120,400 102,000 118,000 106,397 50,297 40,238

Distribution
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Volume, GWh 6,365 6,280 6,294 6,337 6,616 6,881 7,018 7,159
Volume growth, % 3.2% -1.3% 0.2% 0.7% 4.4% 4% 2% 2%
Sales revenue EURk 228,600 243,000 241,000 242,000 253,000 247,703 252,657 250,552
Sales revenue change, % #DIV/0! 6.3% -0.8% 0.4% 4.5% -2.1% 2.0% -0.8%
Per unit revenue, EUR/MWh 35.9 38.7 38.3 38.2 38.2 36.0 36.0 35.0
Per unit revenue change, % #DIV/0! 7.7% -1.0% -0.3% 0.1% -5.9% 0.0% -2.8%
Costs, EURk 139,400 154,200 143,700 136,500 140,400 147,934 150,892 153,910
Per unit cost, EUR/MWh 21.9 24.6 22.8 21.5 21.2 21.5 21.5 21.5
Per unit cost change, % #DIV/0! 12.1% -7.0% -5.7% -1.5% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0%
EBITDA, EURk 89,200 88,800 97,300 105,500 112,600 99,769 101,765 96,641

Shale oil
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Volume, k tonnes 189 208 231 315 302 453 453 453
Volume growth, % 15.2% 10.1% 11.1% 36.4% -4.1% 50% 0% 0%
Sales revenue, EURk 77,800 92,200 85,300 102,800 67,000 117,780 122,310 135,900
Sales revenue change, % #DIV/0! 18.5% -7.5% 20.5% -34.8% 75.8% 3.8% 11.1%
Per unit revenue, EUR/t 411.6 443.3 369.3 326.3 221.9 260.0 270.0 300.0
Per unit revenue change, % #DIV/0! 7.7% -16.7% -11.6% -32.0% 17.2% 3.8% 11.1%
Costs, EURk 45,700 38,600 23,100 54,800 59,200 92,865 92,865 92,865
Per unit cost, EUR/t 241.8 185.6 100.0 174.0 196.0 205.0 205.0 205.0
Per unit cost change, % #DIV/0! -23.3% -46.1% 74.0% 12.7% 4.6% 0.0% 0.0%
EBITDA. EURk 32,100 53,600 62,200 48,000 7,800 24,915 29,445 43,035

Other
2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017E 2018E 2019E

Sales revenue 1,000,000 97,000 103,000 76,000 74,000 74,000 74,000 74,000
Sales revenue change, % #DIV/0! -90.3% 6.2% -26.2% -2.6% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Costs 947,600 74,100 70,600 65,800 54,100 54,100 56,805 56,805
Cost change, % #DIV/0! -92.2% -4.7% -6.8% -17.8% 0.0% 5.0% 0.0%
EBITDA 52,400 22,900 32,400 10,200 19,900 19,900 17,195 17,195

Source: Company data and Nordea Markets
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Key risks and risk drivers

Summary of positive and negative credit factors

Credit-supportive factors Credit-constraining factors

Dominant market position in Estonia and presence in Latvia and Lithuania, 
providing a strong position in the Baltic power market overall Full-blown competive exposure in the key operations of power generation and 

shale oil production, with exposure to inherently volatile markets 

Based in the Baltic power market, which is largely balanced/somewhat 
undersupplied, and with limited competing low-cost generation

Increasing competition and pricing pressure from low-cost generation via 
increased interconnections to the Nordic power market 

Sizeable regulated electricity and heat operations providing stability and 
visibility for earnings and cash flow (35-40% of EBITDA) High CO2 exposure in electricity and heat generation

Vertically integrated supply chain in power and heat generation
Moderate cost position and fairly small size in the oil business

Moderate maintenance capex needs compared to cash generation, allowing 
sound debt redemption capacity in normal circumstances

Strong correlation between low power prices and low oil prices, as exemplified 
by the recently very challenging market conditions 

Good financial risk management including well-extended debt maturity profile, 
adequate liquidity, and low interest rate exposure Periodlically weak cash generation due to high expansion capex levels

Solid and supportive owner with long term view
Relatively small size, narrow operating base and market concentration risks

Potential for equity financing for part of the expansionary investments

Source: Nordea Markets

Overview of key risk and impact on Eesti Energi and bondholders

Risk area Probability Impact on EE Impact on bondholders Comments

Cyclical downturn High Moderate/High, tempering 
sales, margins and cash flows. 
Would likely trigger ratings cuts 
at this point

Moderate/High, spreads likely to widen 
significantly but unlikely to be an EE specific 
issue

Will happen at some point but not 
seen as imminent

Lower power 
prices

Moderate/High High/Very high, could 
substantially temper sales, 
margins and cash flows. Would 
likely trigger ratings cuts at this 
point

Moderate/High, spreads likely to widen 
significantly, would likely be an EE/Nordic 
utility-specific issue 

Likely to occur periodically due to 
volatile and hydro-dependent Nordic 
power prices

Reduced 
government 
ownership below 
50%

Very unlikely Uncertain, could be high if it 
ended up with a weaker owner

Moderate/High, spreads could increase 
substantially ahead of peers/markets with a 
weaker owner

Very unlikely given government policy 
and communication

Major debt-funded 
capex projects

Low/Moderate Moderate/High, would weaken 
cash flow and would likely 
cause ratings cuts in the 
current situation

Moderate, spreads possibly somewhat wider 
than market/peers but over an extended period

Unlikely given the company's strategy 
and communication

Higher CO2 

emission costs
Moderate/High Low/Moderate, spreads possibly somewhat 

wider than market/peers but over an extended 
period

Increased 
resource taxation

Low Low/Moderate, spreads possibly somewhat 
wider than market/peers but over an extended 
period

Unlikely in an adverse market 
situation or when the company 
remains vulnerable given the 
government’s action to support the 
company in the past

Low/Moderate, tempering 
sales, margins and cash flows. 
Would likely have to be 
significant to trigger ratings cuts 
at this point

Low/Moderate, tempering 
sales, margins and cash flows. 
Would likely have to be 
significant to trigger ratings cuts 
at this point

Regulatory 
pressure on 
distribution and 
heating business

Low/Moderate Low/Moderate, spreads possibly somewhat 
wider than market/peers but over an extended 
period

Would tilt business risk to become 
more risky, but manageable

Low/Moderate, tempering 
sales, margins and cash flows. 
Would likely have to be 
significant to trigger ratings cuts 
at this point

Source: Nordea Markets
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S&P rating at risk, Moody's stable for now

Even though Eesti Energia's operating performance has improved y/y in 2017, challenging market 

conditions mean that the S&P rating is still at risk of being cut to BBB-, as reflected in the negative outlook. 

Moody's rating was cut to Baa3 in April 2016, and we think that Moody's has incorporated tough operating 

conditions that make the rating less vulnerable to further cuts, as reflected in the stable outlook.

S&P cut to a negative outlook in 
June 2016

S&P's BBB/negative implies a fairly high risk of a ratings cut
S&P changed its outlook on Eesti Energia from stable to negative in June 
2017, citing increasingly tough industry conditions and falling prices for 
most of Eesti Energia's businesses. This puts pressure on the agency's view 
on the company's business and financial risks. The negative outlook was 
maintained in an analysis published in July 2017. 

Base case implies BBB should hold, 
but downside risks

S&P's base case implies BBB will hold, but major downside risks 
prevail. Although S&P's base-case forecasts imply credit ratios in line 
with the levels required at the BBB level, we see a high risk that 
performance could be weaker and/or that prolonged challenging market 
conditions trigger a revision of S&P's business risk assessment that would 
lower the rating. The current business risk assessment is satisfactory, 
which together with a significant financial risk profile leads to a bb+ 
anchor rating, lifted to BBB by the government ownership support. 
Lowering the business risk to fair would result in a bb anchor rating, 
implying a rating cut to BBB-. The financial risk seems less vulnerable, in 
our view.

Business risk assessment change 
could trigger rating cut









Tough industry conditions curtail credit measures. S&P says that the 
negative outlook reflects the tough industry conditions and still low 
prices for most of the company's businesses, especially its shale oil 
operations, which is expected to lead to a contraction in earnings and 
credit measures over the next two years. Balancing this, S&P assumes 
that Eesti Energia should continue to benefit from relatively stable 
earnings from its regulated electricity distribution network. In addition, 
we continue to anticipate ongoing and extraordinary support to the 
company from its 100% owner, the Estonian government.
Credit ratio underperformance or risk revision key ratings risks. 
S&P states that it could lower its rating on Eesti Energia within the next 
year if it expects credit measures to fall below the requirements for the 
rating without any near-term recovery expected. This includes an 
adjusted FFO/debt ratio below 20%. Moreover, it could also lower the 
rating if it deems Eesti Energia's business risk to have weakened 
permanently as a result of the tougher market environment or negative 
changes in the regulatory framework for the electricity distribution 
business. A reassessment of the degree of government ownership 
support could also trigger a rating cut, which is less of a risk, in our 
view.
Stable outlook hinges on stabilising performance and business risk. 
S&P says it could revise the outlook to stable if Eesti Energia's credit 
metrics stabilise and show a clear path towards maintaining FFO to 
debt above 20% and debt to EBITDA of about 3.5x, provided also that 
its current business position is stable. Factors that could contribute are 
stabilising or improving oil and Estonian area power prices, ongoing 
measures to improve the cost position of power generation and 
continued predictable cash flow from the distribution business.
S&P forecasts imply adjusted FFO/debt at 20-25% and debt/

EBITDA at 3.5-3.9x. This is in line with the 20% and 4x thresholds 
that S&P applies for the significant financial risk category, and is based 
on the following assumptions: flat volumes and 6% lower distribution 
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tariffs y/y in H2 2017, power prices closely aligned to Finnish prices, 
and capex of EUR 230m in 2017 and EUR 260m in 2018, fully funded 
from operating cash flow and equity if needed. 

Moody's cut its rating to Baa3 in 
April 2016

Moody's Baa3/stable looks fairly solid for now
Moody's cut its rating on Eesti Energia in April 2016, citing a prolonged 
weak power and oil price environment translating into forecast credit 
metrics too weak for the previous ba1/Baa2 rating level. Backed by the  
stable outlook, we think that the Moody's rating is fairly stable for now, 
reflecting the improving operating performance and a price recovery in oil 
and power, government measures to support the company via lowered 
resource taxes, a stable regulatory environment and the stable ownership 
situation.  

Stable outlook

Eesti Energia should meet Moody's 
Baa3 requirements









Stable outlook assumes adequate financials and government 
support. Moody's stable outlook is said to reflect the agency's 
expectation that the company's financial profile and credit metrics will 
remain commensurate with ba2/Baa3 rating thresholds, including FFO/
net debt in the low to high teens in percentage terms. It also  assumes 
the continued supportive stance of the government towards the 
company in the event of downward shifts in commodity prices.
An upgrade would require materially stronger financials on a 
sustained basis. 
Downgrade linked to financials, business risk and government 
support. Moody's states that the rating could come under downward 
pressure if the financial profile deteriorates below levels commensurate 
with the current ratings, or due to a significant shift in the group's 
business risk profile, a material adverse change in the regulatory 
framework in Estonia, a deterioration in the credit quality of the 
government of Estonia, and/or a reduction in the support assumptions.
Moody's factors in two notches of uplift for the government 
support.
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Reported numbers and forecasts

Income statement
2019E2018E2017E2016201520142013201220112010EURm

888842825742777903975869858796Total revenue
5.5%2.0%11.2%-4.5%-14.0%-7.4%12.3%1.3%7.7%20.0%- growth

00483542467551564535493460Gross profit
0.0%0.0%58.5%73.0%60.1%61.0%57.9%61.5%57.5%57.8%- margin

271237263327266336319325291254EBITDA
30.5%28.1%31.9%44.1%34.2%37.2%32.7%37.4%33.9%31.9%- margin

12793120228122210201209194161EBITA
14.4%11.1%14.5%30.8%15.7%23.2%20.6%24.1%22.6%20.2%- margin

1279312018457210184147194161EBIT
14.4%11.1%14.5%24.8%7.4%23.2%18.9%16.9%22.6%20.2%- margin

-12-12-12-14-4-1-1-5-3-11Net finance
1168210817155206182141190158Pre-tax profit
-23-16-220-15-24-14-18-15-29Taxes
93668717141183168123175129Net profit, continuing operations

10000000027Discontinued operations
94668717141183168123175156Net profit to equity

271237263330271338319325292255EBITDA (credit adj)
1289312018458210184147194162EBIT (credit adj)
-39-39-39-39-36-35-36-33-22-18Interest expense (credit adj)

Source: Company data and Nordea Markets

Balance Sheet
2019E2018E2017E2016201520142013201220112010EURm

0000000000Goodwill
40404040416662595623Other intangibles

2,6392,5832,5262,4692,4742,4092,2581,9881,6591,294Tangible assets
22225222212312Shares associates
000002626180Interest bearing assets
0000000000Deferred tax assets

3939393933321981421Other non-interest bearing non-current assets
4210000000Other non-current assets

2,7242,6662,6082,5512,5532,5102,3682,1021,7701,350Non-current assets

78747365724139483829Inventory
239226222199100124185175125170Accounts receivable

5955544974261142235159Other current assets
133152196223160608415041236Cash and cash equivalents
508508545537405486450396255494Current assets

00000000120Assets held for sale

3,2323,1743,1533,0872,9582,9962,8182,4972,0371,844Total assets

1,7971,7531,7371,6971,5711,6171,5461,4081,2351,104Shareholders equity
1111121113Minority interest

0000000000Deferred tax
0000000000Convertible debt

921921921921933928827731435332Long term interest bearing debt
220220220220204199185163160152Non-current liabilities

0000000000Pension provisions
0000000000Other long-term provisions
0000000000Other long-term liabilities

1,1401,1401,1401,1401,1361,1271,011895595484Non-current liabilities

0000000000Short-term provisions
186176173156179167178175176133Accounts payable

89848374527579172893Other current liabilities
1919191919711227Short term interest bearing debt

294280275249250249259194205253Current liabilities
0000000000Liabilities for assets held for sale

3,2323,1733,1533,0872,9582,9962,8182,4972,0371,844Total liabilities and equity

0000000000Cash and cash eq (credit adj)
3,1043,0262,9612,8692,8032,9392,7342,3472,0041,617Total assets (credit adj)
1,7971,7531,7371,6971,5711,6171,5461,4081,2351,104Shareholders equity (credit adj)

844824780753829909771628458184Debt (credit adj)

Source: Company data and Nordea Markets
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Cash flow statement
2019E2018E2017E2016201520142013201220112010EURm

271237263327266336319325291254EBITDA
0000000000Adj due to change in group structure
0000000000Change in Provisions
000-10561-43-6-51-38-63Other non-cash adjustments

-12-12-12-30-44-37-31-25-12-10Net financials
0000000000Dividends received

-23-16-22-150-29-10-17-15-29Paid taxes
0000000000Other

236208229177283227272232226152Operating cash flow before NWC
-5-2-9232225-190-3914Change in NWC

230206220200305252253232187166Operating cash flow
-200-200-200-127-225-260-387-499-417-205CAPEX

306207480-9-134-268-230-39Free Operating cash flow
-50-50-470-62-94-55-65-56-109Dividends paid

000000015010Share issues / buybacks
-20-44-277418-102-189-183-285-148Discretionary cash flow

0000000000Other investments / divestments
0006541289-57216163Other
000532187311Proceeds from sale of assets
000-20231099429879-1Net change to group borrowing/repayments
000-1-100007Other

-20-44-2764972111661231Change in cash

Adjusted metrics
211183205293222285271276255208Funds from operations (FFO) (adj)
254230243226331278279258196164Operating cash flow (OCF) (adj)

78546812212545-77-217-206-37Free operating cash flow (FOCF) (adj)
2842112263-48-132-282-263-146Discretionary cash flow (DCF) (adj)

Source: Company data and Nordea Markets

Key ratios
2019E2018E2017E2016201520142013201220112010Profitability

4.9%3.7%4.8%7.6%2.3%8.7%8.5%7.9%13.0%11.7%ROC
0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%0.0%ROIC after tax
5.3%3.8%5.1%10.5%2.5%11.6%11.4%9.3%14.9%14.2%ROE after tax

2019E2018E2017E2016201520142013201220112010Debt & Interest coverage
25.0%22.3%26.2%38.9%26.8%31.3%35.1%43.9%55.7%113.0%FFO/Debt

9.3%6.6%8.7%16.2%15.0%5.0%-10.0%-34.5%-45.1%-19.9%FOCF/Debt
3.4%0.5%2.7%16.2%7.6%-5.3%-17.1%-44.9%-57.3%-79.2%DCF/Debt

6.96.16.78.47.69.78.99.913.413.8EBITDA interest coverage
-5.4-4.7-5.2-7.5-6.2-8.2-7.5-8.4n.m.n.m.FFO cash interest coverage

2019E2018E2017E2016201520142013201220112010Leverage
3.13.53.02.33.12.72.41.91.60.7Debt/EBITDA

55.6%55.2%55.1%55.0%53.1%54.0%54.9%56.4%60.7%59.9%Equity ratio
0.30.30.30.30.30.40.30.30.30.1Debt/(Debt+Equity)

2019E2018E2017E2016201520142013201220112010Capital expenditure
1.391.391.390.881.082.062.872.804.302.19CAPEX/Depreciation and amortisation

-0.23-0.24-0.24-0.17-0.29-0.29-0.40-0.58-0.49-0.26CAPEX/Sales
2019E2018E2017E2016201520142013201220112010Working capital ratios

32323232341615201613Inventory turnover (days)
98989898475069735378Receivables turnover (days)
76767676846767747561Days sales outstanding (days)

2019E2018E2017E2016201520142013201220112010Per share data
0.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.00EPS
0.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.000.00EPS (adj.)

0.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.00.0DPS
n.m.n.m.n.m.n.m.n.m.n.m.n.m.n.m.n.m.n.m.BVPS

2019E2018E2017E2016201520142013201220112010Equity valuation and yield
n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.Market cap.
n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.Enterprise value
n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.P/E
n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.P/BV
n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.EV/Sales
n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.EV/EBITDA
n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.Dividend yield
n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.n.a.Payout ratio

Source: Company data and Nordea Markets
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